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Strategic reasoning and bargaining in catastrophic
climate change games
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Two decades of international negotiations show that agreeing
on emission levels for climate change mitigation is a hard
challenge. However, if early warning signals were to show an
upcoming tipping point with catastrophic damage1–7, theory
andexperiments suggest this could simplify collective action to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions8–11. At the actual threshold,
no country would have a free-ride incentive to increase
emissions over the tipping point, but it remains for countries
to negotiate their emission levels to reach these agreements.
Wemodel agents bargaining for emission levels using strategic
reasoning12,13 to predict emission bids by others and ask how
this a�ects the possibility of reaching agreements that avoid
catastrophic damage. It is known that policy elites often use
a higher degree of strategic reasoning13,14, and in our model
this increases the risk for climate catastrophe.Moreover, some
formsofhigher strategic reasoningmakeagreements to reduce
greenhousegasesunstable.Weuseempirically informed levels
of strategic reasoning when simulating the model.

Game theoretic equilibrium analysis9,10 shows that agents have
incentives to coordinate15 on agreements to avoid sufficiently
severe catastrophic damage, but it is of importance to understand
how negotiating agents starting from heterogeneous16,17 bargaining
positions can reach and form a basis for agreements in the first
place18. Simulations of bargaining over emission levels suggest that
agreement equilibria can be reached by agents using simple adaptive
learning rules9 comparable to fictitious play19,20. Experiments
demonstrate that communicating groups of students tend to reach
agreements with greater frequency when the threshold level is
well-known compared with when there is uncertainty about the
threshold level8,11,21.

However, student experiments and simulations of adaptive
agents may miss a critical aspect of the coordination problem.
If policy elites are more skilled at strategic bargaining13,14 we
may expect a higher degree of strategic reasoning in international
climate negotiations, which depend on experienced individual
negotiators22. New survey experiments show that elite policymakers
often use a higher level of strategic reasoning than students13,14.
This could be relevant for our theoretical understanding about the
coordination problem and can suggest a mechanism at play in
climate negotiations23.

Strategic reasoning which predicts others’ strategies can have
advantages from the perspective of an individual, but the overall
effect on equilibrium selection24 in bargaining is less clear. The
purpose of our work is to model higher-order strategic reasoning
to study if and how the level of strategic reasoning affects the
possibility for bargaining players to reach agreement and avoid
catastrophic damage.

We extend an n-player game theoretic model previously used
to study emissions bargaining9 and assume players represent
identically sized countries in line with previous work on climate
negotiations8,11,21. The model of the bargaining process has both
cooperative and business-as-usual Nash equilibria and includes a
finite population of n players indexed by the integers 1 . . .n. Time
is discrete in steps of 1 and the strategy of player i in round r > 0
is represented by a real number emissions bid di(r)∈[0,1]. The
players bargain over emission levels with simultaneous offers in a
finite sequence of rounds. In the first round, r = 1, each player i
chooses an initial bid di(1) by a mechanism to be specified (see
simulations below and Methods), and in the second round and
onwards, r ≥ 2, players simultaneously place bids to maximize
emission payoff depending on the beliefs about other players’ bids.
A player’s payoff is given by their emission level if there is no
catastrophic damage, but if average emissions in the population
exceed the threshold T ∈ [0, 1] and total emissions exceed nT ,
players suffer fromcatastrophic damage that sharply reduces payoffs
to fraction δ of emissions as in equation (1). The damage parameter
δ thus also specifies the minimum guaranteed payoff when a player
chooses a business-as-usual strategy with maximum emissions 1.
Thus, total global emissions must be reduced to nT to avoid
catastrophic damage, but a rational player will never choose an
emission level below δ, because if there is less room than δ before
passing the threshold, business-as-usual would be rational. For
typical δ and T , when emissions total nT , every such agreement is
a Pareto-efficient Nash equilibrium avoiding catastrophic damage
(see Methods).

To model strategic reasoning in players, we use a level-k (Lk)
model of players related to the behavioural economics and game
theory literature12,25–28. Level-k models specify players on different
levels of strategic reasoning. The L0 specification represents an L1
player’s belief of other players, for example, that others play simply
as they have in previous history, a belief to which L1 players best
respond. Knowing this, L2 players predict others as L1 and make
a rational response to this belief in maximizing payoff. Knowing
this, L3 players can also correctly predict L2 players’ bids and best
respond to these beliefs (see Methods). Survey experiments with
other games and an Lk model estimate elite policymakers to be
predominantly L1 or L2 and higher, typically reasoning one step
further than students estimated to predominantly match L0 (acting
non-strategic) and L1 (ref. 13). These findings suggest that it is
more likely to find higher levels of strategic reasoning in policy
elites. Adaptive players in previous work9 on climate bargaining
correspond to a population of L1 players best responding to a L0
specification where others choose their average historical bids (see
Methods and equation (6)).
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Figure 1 | Di�erent levels of strategic reasoning lead to di�erent bids for emission levels. Four bargaining scenarios, in each case the three players start
with the same set of initial bids (0.980978,0.30474,0.817941) but with di�erent levels of strategic reasoning. a, Represents the benchmark scenario of L1
players reflecting previous work9. b–d, One or more players with higher orders of strategic reasoning: one L2 and two L1 (b), two L2 and one L1 (c) and one
each of L1, L2 and L3 (d). In the agreements reached in b and d, players with higher-order reasoning are better o� than L1.

We study the effect of higher and heterogeneous levels of strategic
reasoning on the outcomes of the climate bargaining model. We
simulate climate bargaining by equations (2)–(7) and vary k of the
Lkplayers in the range between 1 and 3 in linewith previous findings
for policy elites and where the levels typically are estimated. To
illustrate the effect of higher-order reasoning, we study a baseline
scenario with three players, a 50% reduction target and 90% damage
if the threshold is passed (n=3,T=0.5,δ=0.1), and compare with
a population of L1 players (L0 given by equation (6)) without higher
levels of reasoning.

In Fig. 1a, the baseline scenario shows an example in line with
previous results9 where L1 players gradually reach an agreement
with aggregate emissions nT . Suppose that one of these players
instead is L2 when starting with the same initial bids as in the
previous case. Figure 1b shows how the L2 player with strategic
reasoning has a clear advantage over the two L1 players. In round 2,
the L2 player estimates the two L1 players’ actions and predicts the
maximum emission level that will not overshoot the target nT . This
can be compared with the overshoot exceeding nT seen in round 2
of the baseline scenario in Fig. 1a. Moreover, in round 3, we see
that the L2 player correctly predicts the possibility of choosing full
emissions without overshooting the total emissions target, and the
L1 players gradually reach an agreement in the following rounds
because observing others makes them adapt their bids. The L2
player ends up better off in terms of payoff in the equilibrium
agreement, because it quickly estimated that it could increase its
emission level.

Because of bounded capability for strategic reasoning, players
will predict other players incorrectly in some scenarios. Figure 1c
shows two players as L2—that is, the L2 players best respond
under the assumption that the others are both L1. An oscillating
pattern of bids develops, and no agreement is reached. Higher
levels of strategic reasoning can also allow a player to take into
account that estimates by lower-level players can be wrong—for
example, an L2 player incorrectly estimates an L3 player as L1.
Figure 1d shows an example where an L3 player bargains with an
L2 and an L1 player, respectively. The L3 player correctly estimates

the two other bids by distinguishing between their levels. Here,
bargaining will reach an equilibrium very quickly (explanation in
Supplementary Information), but we see that the L2 player ends up
better off as the L3 player rationally chooses to fill up the remaining
emissions space (this advantage is typical, see Supplementary
Information). Taken together, these examples suggest the possibility
of a range of different outcomes depending on the levels of strategic
reasoning among players in the population, with possible additional
variability coming from parameters such as population size and
initial bargaining positions.

To describe the overall effect of strategic reasoning, we vary
levels of reasoning within a population of n players and simulate
a large number of bargaining scenarios where initial bids are
chosen uniformly at random in [δ, 1]. Each simulated bargaining
thus tests if any of the infinite number of possible agreements
that avoid catastrophe are reached from a particular set of initial
bids and expectations. The reduction target is set to 50% of
business-as-usual (T = 0.5) and players’ initial bids lie in the
range of reducing emissions between 0 and 90% of business-
as-usual (δ = 0.1) and n is varied. Each outcome from the
bargaining simulations is classified as either success (successfully
reaching a cooperative equilibrium), failure (the business-as-usual
equilibrium), or oscillating (no equilibrium is reached) after
100 rounds of negotiations (see Methods). Both reaching business-
as-usual and continued oscillations are failures to reach agreement
and no important effect was observed when increasing the number
of rounds. Assessing the effect of strategic reasoning requires a
benchmark for bargaining without higher-level reasoning; again, a
natural reference is all players being L1.

Figure 2a,b shows how frequently simulations from 100,000
random starting positions reach the different types of bargaining
outcomes. In Fig. 2a, we see that the baseline with only L1 players
always has most success avoiding damage, except for with n= 3
players. The success rates varies with reasoning levels and number
of players, but we see that higher levels of strategic reasoning make
fewer starting conditions lead to agreement. A striking difference is
between a population of only L2 players compared to only L1 andL3,
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Figure 2 | The overall e�ect of strategic reasoning on bargaining outcomes when varying the number of players n and levels of strategic reasoning L1, L2
and L3. Each data point is based on negotiations starting from 100,000 random initial bargaining positions with maximum 100 rounds. a, Success rates in
reaching agreements that avoid catastrophe. The L2 population always has zero success rate. b, Oscillation rates describing negotiations that do not settle
to an equilibrium. c, Success rates for players with L0 specification given by exponential discounting. In all cases, α=0 leads to no success.

respectively, as the success rates for the L2 players are zero. Figure 2b
shows that for smallern the L2 players develop an oscillating pattern,
but for larger n the L2 populations always reach business-as-usual.
Reaching agreements for these populations seems difficult for two
reasons. First, simulations show that L2 populations often quickly
reach business-as-usual (see Supplementary Information). Second,
for L2 populations agreements are also unstable (Proposition 1,
Supplementary Information) and small perturbations lead away
from the equilibrium. This model is obviously a number of steps
away from real climate negotiations, but careful interpretation is that
highly simplified negotiations exist where higher-order reasoning
among strategically sophisticated negotiators make agreements to
avoid catastrophe unstable. This suggests that strategic reasoning
could be a roadblock to stay in agreements, unless small deviations
are dampened.

A natural question is whether the overall effect of strategic
reasoning carries over to different forms of L0 specification. For
level-k models, the L0 specification can have important effects
on how higher-order players form estimates12. Our level-k model
is empirically informed by restricting players’ reasoning levels in
the range of previous estimates, but we examine the sensitivity of
our results to the time-averaging L0 specification in equation (6)
by considering an exponential smoothing29 alternative defined
by equation (7). This represents the idea that any degree of
discounting the previous observations could be possible in L1
players’ estimates of other players’ emission bids. Consequently,
more recent observations could be given more weight in the L0
specification (seeMethods).We study the effect of discounting given
by parameter α∈[0,1] in equation (7) on bargaining outcomes.

Figure 2c shows outcomes from simulations where we varied
discounting, strategic reasoning and number of negotiating players.
Overall, higher-order reasoning makes fewer starting positions
reach successful agreements. We again see the difficulty an L2
population has in reaching agreements, and for L1, L2 and L3
populations without sufficient weight on historical observations,
agreement equilibria are unstable (Propositions 2–4, Supplementary
Information). This sensitivity of agreement stability to what

information is used to estimate others suggests once more it can be
harder to stay in agreements unless small deviations are dampened.

One way to increase the success rate of finding agreement that
was already found in previous work9 is to restrict the range of initial
bids in the first round so that negotiations start from less extreme
bargaining positions closer to agreement. Thismeasure has a similar
effect also for players with higher levels of strategic reasoning (see
Supplementary Information).

Taken together, strategic reasoning typically increases the risk
of climate catastrophe in our model. This suggests that with
potential catastrophic damage reaching emissions agreements is
harder than what has been previously thought. When using simple
game theoretic models for climate policy analysis we should strive
to incorporate characteristics known to be likely for the negotiating
agents—and strategic reasoning is one of them. The capability for
strategic reasoning can thus seem useful for individuals but may
also make it harder to cooperate to manage at least this global
catastrophic risk30. Incorporating scientific findings about human
behaviour as typically heterogeneous, out of equilibrium, and not
always perfectly rational into ourmodels can give new insights about
the challenge to agree.

Methods
Methods and any associated references are available in the online
version of the paper.
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Methods
We extend a previous climate bargaining model with strategic reasoning. Let d−i be
the set of other players’ emissions from the perspective of player i. Player i’s payoff
πi depends on the player’s emissions di∈[δ, 1] and others’ emissions

πi(di,d−i)=
{
di if

∑n
j=1 dj≤nT

δdi otherwise (1)

where keeping emissions at or below nT avoids catastrophe. With T>δ, this
model9 has a business-as-usual Nash equilibrium when n>(1−T )/(1−δ), and an
infinite number of Pareto-efficient Nash equilibria determined by

∑
i di=nT and

di≥δ. The game is information imperfect, so in round r each player i knows the
full history but lacks information about the current bids d−i(r) from other players
and estimates these using strategic reasoning. Write τ−i(r)=

∑
j 6=i dj(r) for the total

emissions by others in round r and τ̂−i(r) for player i’s estimate of the relevant
aggregate τ−i(r).

Then, D(i, r)=nT− τ̂−i(r) is the estimated emissions room for player i before
exceeding the threshold at nT . Best response to this belief and equation (1) is

di(r , τ̂−i(r))=
{
min(1,D(i, r)) if D(i, r)≥δ
1 otherwise (2)

reflecting that a player switches to business-as-usual if expecting emissions room
before catastrophic damage to be less than δ. We introduce strategic reasoning of
level-k (Lk) players by different estimates τ̂ k

−i(r) of others’ bids τ−i(r) in the
population. (For interpretation and comparison of our model to level-kmodels, see
Supplementary Information.) L1 players are defined by their best response to the
estimate given by the L0 specification τ̂ 0

−i(r)

d1
i (r)=di(r , τ̂ 0

−i(r)) (3)

using the L0 estimate to predict the relevant aggregate from n−1 other players.
Similarly, L2 players are defined by

d2
i (r)=di(r , τ̂ 1

−i(r)) (4)

where τ̂ 1
−i(r)=

∑
j6=i d1

j (r) estimates others as L1 decision makers.
L3 players are defined by best response to the higher-order estimate τ̂ 2

−i(r)

d3
i (r)=di(r , τ̂ 2

−i(r)) (5)

where τ̂ 2
−i(r)=

∑
j∈L1 d1

j (r)+
∑

j∈L2∪L3\{i} d2
j (r). Here L1, L2 and L3 denote the sets

on {1 . . .n} for the corresponding level-k players. L3 players estimate other L3
players as L2, where we have assumed they distinguish between L2 and L1 players,
and in general an Lk player estimates remaining Li players with i≥k as L(k−1) in
line with level-kmodels12. We consider the L0 specification to be on the form

τ̂ 0
−i(r)=

1
r

r−1∑
k=0

τ−i(k) (6)

including a pre-negotiation state9di(0)=di(1) to describe initial expectations
when bargaining begins. Equation (6) represents taking the historical average over

n−1 other players to estimate the relevant aggregate τ−i(r). If we take all players
to be L1, equations (3) and (6) directly describe previous work9, whereas
equations (4) and (5) describe higher levels of strategic reasoning. For a different
way of including previous bids in the L0 specification and for sensitivity analysis,
we consider exponential discounting which over time gives more recent
observations more weight

τ̂ 0
−i(r)=ατ̂

0
−i(r−1)+(1−α)τ−i(r−1) (7)

with parameter α∈[0,1] specifying how much the L0 specifications τ̂ 0
−i(r−1) in

the previous round are weighted against the last observations. This represents
players discounting previous observations at rate α: with α=0, a player’s
estimate always corresponds to the last round, and with α=1,
observations do not change the estimate at all. This can be viewed as a form of
learning with exponential smoothing29 (see Supplementary Information for
more details).

Simulation details.We structure the following to facilitate comparison with Smead
and colleagues9.

Initialization. For each simulation, we initialize n players and, except for where
noted, their initial bids are taken uniform at random in their strategy set
[dmin,dmax]. When there are no restrictions on their initial demands,
[dmin,dmax]=[δ, 1], and when there are restrictions, we have that
[dmin,dmax]=[δ+R, 1−R], where R has been taken to satisfy δ+R<1−R. Each
player is given a level of reasoning and is classified either as L1, L2 or L3 at random,
unless where noted. Let r=2 to denote that the bids in the first round and that the
pre-negotiation state d0

i (0) are fixed comparable to previous work9.
Each round of the simulation. In each round r≥2 of the simulation, for each

player i, we compute either equation (6) or equation (7), depending on which of the
two L0 specifications is considered. Write τ̂ 0

−i(r) for the result below.
Then, using τ̂ 0

−i(r) for each i, for L1 players we compute equation (3), for L2
players we compute equation (4), and for L3 players we compute equation (5). Let
the result for the respective players be the bids d1(r),d2(r), . . . ,dn(r) in round r .
Then, we increase r by 1, advancing the simulation to next round.

Stopping the simulation. If r=100, the simulation is stopped and the outcome
is classified.

Classifying the results. From r=100 we perform an additional simulation
of 50 rounds, where r takes steps from 101 to 150 to classify the result. The
following three criteria were used: Success (Reaching agreement): if for each
r ′> r and r ′∈[101,150] the population total and each player is within 0.1% of
nT and the same holds for each player’s bid. This holds if |nT−

∑
i di(r ′)|<0.001

and |di(r ′)−di(100)|<0.001 for each player i. Failure (business-as-usual):
if, as for success, the population is within 0.1% of business-as-usual play
emissions (all 1,

∑
i di(r ′)=n). Oscillating (no signs of settling to an equilibrium):

if an outcome did not fit the criteria of success or failure above, we call
it oscillating.
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